BeyondInsight for Unix & Linux 9.3
New and Updated Features – August 4, 2020
BeyondInsight for Unix & Linux (BIUL) is the industry’s most innovative and comprehensive
Privileged Access Management platform. The platform maximizes visibility, simplifies
deployment, automates tasks, improves security, and reduces privilege-related risks.
This release focuses on access control, the ability to upload software from custom locations,
enhancements to installation templates, host tagging and dozens of usability updates and new
features.
Please see the release notes for additional details on these important enhancements.

New Feature Highlights
Access Control
Access Control allows an administrator to limit users to specific sections of the application. A
user with the Policy Editor role, for example, would have access to the Policy section of the
application, but would not be able to manage users. BIUL has a number of native access control
types that can be assigned via either the user object itself and via group membership from
either Active Directory or RedHat IDM. A number of application sections have been added to
support managing users, groups and roles.
Now, not everyone has admin rights to the entire system. With this version, we can now not
only control who has rights but where they have rights. We can restrict user A to section A and
user B to section B.

Software Uploads
Customers are now able to deploy software to all their servers easily via BIUL by simply
uploading the software from any location to the management platform. Once uploaded, the
customer can upgrade all their servers without typing a single command on the server.

Installation Templates
In addition to the current basic Installation Templates, customers will now benefit from an
expanded set of Installation Templates that can be customized to suit their installation
requirements. These custom templates determine which components of PMUL would be
installed.

Host Tagging
Host Tagging allows customer to add a tag to all policy servers. This tag can then be used to
filter hosts in other views in the application providing a quick user-defined way to identify and
find important assets in the system.

Host Inventory and Actions Wizard
The former Discovery and Host Management sections have been re-envisioned. Discovery has
now been added to a new Host Inventory section. This section is used to manage hosts in the
system. Additionally, Host Actions, such as deploying software now take place in a modern
wizard style environment, simplifying the process. From Inventory, users can select a single
host or multiple to launch the wizard, which will guide them through the steps to complete the
task and includes a progress status as the task executes.

Other Improvements
Dozens of usability updates and new features, including the ability update SSH ports, an
interface to update and set policy and log servers including multiple values for each, new User
and Groups sections with details for individual entries, increased platform support for profiling,
and many more.

Other Enhancements/Fixes
•
•

Added confirmation to logout button
SSH port is now configurable in host details

•

Policy and log server for PMUL are now editable via host details-> PMUL settings.
Multiple log and policy servers can be configured

About BeyondTrust

BeyondTrust is the worldwide leader in Privileged Access Management (PAM), empowering
organizations to secure and manage their entire universe of privileges. Our integrated products
and platform offer the industry's most advanced PAM solution, enabling organizations to
quickly shrink their attack surface across traditional, cloud and hybrid environments.
The BeyondTrust Universal Privilege Management approach secures and protects privileges
across passwords, endpoints, and access, giving organizations the visibility and control they
need to reduce risk, achieve compliance, and boost operational performance. Our products
enable the right level of privileges for just the time needed, creating a frictionless experience
for users that enhances productivity.
With a heritage of innovation and a staunch commitment to customers, BeyondTrust solutions
are easy to deploy, manage, and scale as businesses evolve. We are trusted by 20,000
customers, including 70 percent of the Fortune 500, and a global partner network. Learn more
at www.beyondtrust.com.

